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Hi Lisa! A Comb of Wishes is a wonderfully human story set against the 
backdrop of a fictional Caribbean island where fantastical things are 
possible. What inspired Kela’s story and the island of St. Rita? Kela lives in St. 
Rita, which is an island in the Caribbean that is inspired by Barbados, where 
my father was born. I wanted the story to be rooted in the sounds, sights, 
smells, and tastes of the islands. Kela lives in a loving community that has its 
own history and traditions. When I began writing A Comb of Wishes, I had 
never read a middle grade novel set in the Caribbean or that had a West 
Indian protagonist. I wanted to give readers a glimpse of that and also 
affirm the richness of Caribbean heritage.

Kela’s story is also rooted in my experience as a teacher. I wanted a 
story that dealt with emotions and the reality of loss that some children 
face. Grief is a process we all experience, including children. I felt it was 
important to show a character dealing with these natural feelings of loss 
while also showing a loving community supporting her.

We loved following Kela and Ophidia throughout this book! Ophidia in 
particular has a very unique voice. Can you tell us a bit about why you 
chose that style for her chapters? Ophidia’s character came to me before 
Kela’s did and it was always very clear in my head. She is over 300 years 
old and her voice is lyrical and filled with the experience of her age. 
Ophidia has connections to the folklore of mermaids, but her character is 
also inextricably tied to the Black experience in the Caribbean. Mami Wata 
is a West African water spirit and often is depicted as holding a snake, and 
Ophidia moves and behaves in a very snake-like way. She’s embittered 
by betrayals that she’s experienced from humans and that history comes 
through in her passages.

I amplify the folktale quality of her chapters with the storytelling frame, 
“Crick, Crack.” This way of opening a story is traditional in many Caribbean 
countries and has roots in West Africa. It connects the storyteller with the 
audience and by using it in Ophidia’s chapters, it’s a slight reminder to the 
reader that they are participating in a story too!

Kela loves collecting sea glass for her jewelry making. Is there anything 
that you love to collect? When I was a child, I used to have a collection of 
coins and bills from around the world. My father drove trucks for Coca-Cola 
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CREATIVITY CORNERfor many years and when he found non-US coins in the soft drink machines 
he filled, he would bring them home to me. I loved studying them and it 
broadened my knowledge of the world.

As a middle-school teacher, you probably recommend books often to your 
students! Are there any middle grade books you’ve read recently that you 
would recommend to our readers? I do share new titles with my students 
frequently, but I’m also glad when they share titles with me! A regular 
part of our classroom is time to recommend books and ask others for new 
recommendations. A book that I recommend is Josephine Against the Sea 
by Shakirah Bourne, another wonderful mermaid tale set in the Caribbean. 
I wish it had been available when I was a young reader! In Root Magic 
by Eden Royce, twins Jez and Jay learn rootwork as part of the Gullah 
Geechee tradition of their family and battle sinister forces in town, both 
real and supernatural. I would also recommend The Parker Inheritance by 
Varian Johnson, which is an excellent mystery filled with clever puzzles and 
important pieces of history.

Loved A Comb of Wishes? 
Try these great reads next!

OwlCrate Jr.
Exclusive Cover

Regular Cover

Join the OwlCrate Jr BOOK CLUB READ-ALONG at owlcratejr.com!

lisastringfellow.com

@EngageReaders
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DIY DISCOVERY BOTTLE!

Create this fun hidden object challenge by reusing items 
you already have in your house. Here’s everything you’ll 

need to make your own Discovery Bottle:

1. Gather your materials and write a checklist of the  
    items  you’ll be hiding on the strip of paper, then set  
    the list aside.

2. Place the funnel (or a rolled up piece of paper) on  
    top of the bottle and fill the bottle a quarter of the  
    way with your filler material.

3. Add 4 or 5 small objects on top of the filler.

4. Repeat steps 2 & 3 until the bottle is three quarters of  
    the way full (leave enough space to shake the  
    objects in the bottle!)

5. Seal the bottle tightly! For an even tighter seal, ask a  
    grown-up to help you glue the lid shut.

6. Tape your checklist onto one side of your bottle.

7. Shake it all up and see if you can find all of the items  
    on your list!

This is a great sensory activity for treasure finders young 
and old, and it’s super easy to take with you for a bit of 

fun on the go. Happy seeking!

MATERIALS NEEDED

• A clean, dry plastic 
bottle with a tight fitting lid
•10-15 small objects to 
hide (toys, letters, buttons, 
ribbons, coins, etc.)
•A funnel

•Your choice of dry filler 
material (rice, sand, 
beads, beans)
•Something to write with
•Clear tape
•A strip of paper
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What books are your children currently 
reading? Lilly is 10 and Violet is 8. We are 
currently reading The Unicorn Rescue Society 
series by Adam Gidwitz.

Do your readers have a favorite literary 
character? Tobble from The Endling series by 
Katherine Applegate and Sam (the dog) from 
Granted by John David Anderson.

Are there any middle-grade books that 
feature small space living? In an RV or tiny home? Not that we’ve 
read! But that would be so fun to come across! Taking suggestions!

We love seeing your library haul! With small space living how do you 
decide which books to keep and which to check out? This is a tough 
one! We would love to keep ALL the books and have a massive 
library. We keep ones that we can read over and over, that have 
been family favorites through the years and mostly paperback. With 
the exception of a few hardback books we fell in love with during 
homeschool. And of course, our slowly growing collection of books 
from OwlCrate Jr. The rest we borrow from a local library. And we 
rarely leave with less than 20 books each visit. So many books. So 
little time! 

Do you read aloud? If so, might we know one of your favorites? 
We do a mixture of read-alouds and audiobooks. Audiobooks are 
great for when we’re driving. But read-alouds are so fun! One of our 
favorites still to this day is The Legend of Rock Paper Scissors by Drew 
Daywalt. Not a middle grade read, but oh so entertaining! The kids 
love all of the voice options that I (mom) do.

What OwlCrate Jr box has been a favorite? 
The unanimous answer is Elephants on Parade.

@ontheroamagain

ROA M AGAIN
ON THE

This month we introduce you to On The 
Roam Again, a full time traveling RV family!
You can read more about this fun family’s 
travels on Instagram: @ontheroamagain
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IT’S TIME FOR ANOTHER #OWLBABBLE!
Join Sally next month for a live book chat 
with Lisa Stringfellow (@engagereaders), 
author of A Comb Of Wishes! Find more 

details closer to the date on @owlcratejr. 
See you there, bookworms!

facebook.com/owlcratejr@owlcratejr @owlcratetv @owlcratejr 


